SUSTAINABILITY: 10 TIPS FOR CREATING YOUR OWN SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS TRAVEL POLICY

KEY TRAVEL
BREXIT

Key Travel is the world’s largest travel
management company specialising in the
humanitarian, faith and academic sectors.
We’ve worked on a variety of projects
across different media, which demonstrate
the sophisticated and specialised nature of
Key Travel’s service.
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Check the expiry date
on your Passport.

It is expected that after
31st January, UK citizens
will be required to have,
on the day of travel:
• At least 6 months validity
on their passport; and
• The passport to be less
than 10 years old (even
if it has 6 months or
more left)

Understand VISA
requirements when
travelling to the EU.

While the UK is still a
member of the EU,
UK citizens travelling to
Europe only need their
passport to enter the
other member countries.
The European Parliament
has confirmed that even
in the event of a no-deal
scenario, UK travellers will
not require a visa to travel
to the EU after Brexit
for short-term business
or leisure trips.
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With uncertainty around the Brexit outcome, we wanted to provide guidance
for those travelling from the UK to Europe on or after 31st January 2020.

You can check the validity
of your passport here.
It usually takes around
3 weeks to renew your
passport and there is also
a premium fast-track
service available.
If you need support,
contact our Visa and
Passports team:
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E: visa@keytravel.com
T: +44 (0)207 843 9678
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However, after Brexit and
from January 2021, British
citizens will need to apply
for and get an ETIAS visa
waiver for travel to the EU.

HEALTH INSURANCE
ACTION

organised

Check your organisation’s
health insurance cover
before you travel.

66%

GROUP TRIPS
for students

“The transition to Key Travel was a complete
overhaul of the University Business Travel Service.
This cultural and operational change was a challenge
that Key Travel certainly rose to, providing proactive
support and engaging bookers and stakeholders
through training and supplier events. Key Travel’s
continued patience and unwavering support
ensured the successful adaptation of a sustainable
Business Travel Service.”
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Prepare for longer border
control queues at airports
within the EU.
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Alan Morton
Senior Partner, SBR

DETAILS
It’s particularly important
you get travel insurance
with the right cover if you
have a pre-existing medical
condition. This is because
the EHIC scheme covers
pre-existing conditions,
while many travel insurance
policies do not.

REQUIREMENT

We therefore recommend
that travellers consider
the possibility of increased
delays when arranging
their onward transport
or meetings.
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GB

REQUIREMENT

DETAILS

You’ll need to apply for an
International Driving Permit
(IDP). These cost £5.50
and are available directly
from the Post Office.
Travellers can check if they
need an IDP here.
Check carefully which permit
is required for each country
you intend to drive within,
as you may need more than
one permit to comply with
the law.

If you’re taking your own
vehicle, you’ll also need
an insurance ‘Green Card’.
These physical cards are
issued by insurers and you
may be charged a small fee
to cover administration costs.
Speak with your insurer
for more information on
obtaining a Green Card
for any trip on or after
31st January 2020. Allow
1 month to get this from
your insurance company.
You’ll also need a GB sticker.
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Agree your approach: Cold turkey or softly, softly?
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Start swapping planes for trains

ACTION

CHECK
WITH YOUR
PHONE
OPERATOR
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Engage, train and enable people

Change can be hard, so bringing people on board with sustainable travel is crucial. WWF-UK runs inductions
explaining the impact of carbon emissions, training employees in choosing the greenest options, and sharing
tips like
avoiding multiple stopovers and using public transport
instead
of cars. When people realise, for
Key Travel
2.0...
Key Travel
2.0...
example,
that flying to Paris return costs 110kg of carbon while
taking
the train would cost 5.4kg, they
a journey
intelligence
a journey
to technology
start engaging and can make more informed decisions. We have also invested in state of the art, high-quality
conference calling facilities across our offices to avoid unnecessary travel, even if it’s just down the road.
Where next?
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Plan ahead to save money
It’s perfectly possible to find options that are both green and cost effective. We encourage everyone at
WWF-UK to plan their trips as early as possible to secure the best price, taking advantage of sales and
Where next?
Key Travel’s specialist charity fares.
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Track and build on your progress

Key Travel’s KT Insights travel intelligence dashboard give an overview of all organisational travel, allowing
you to easily monitor and measure progress. By analysing changes in people’s travel behaviour, you can start
to quantify potential positive impacts on the environment and motivate your colleagues to keep up the good
2.0... for cutting carbon emissions.
Key Travel
work.2.0...
Keeping track of your progress can also help identify Key
new Travel
opportunities

KEY TRAVEL BREXIT SUPPORT
At Key Travel we have set up contingency plans to ensure
that our reservations teams, account managers and airline
liaison specialists are all available during the immediate run
up to the 31st January and in the following days, in case any
of the transition measures fail and delays or cancellations occur.
If you have further questions or concerns please contact your
Key Travel account manager.
PLEASE NOTE: This advice has been taken from the government
website www.gov.uk/visit-europe-brexit where you’ll find the
latest updates on visiting Europe.

WWW.KEYTRAVEL.COM

Key Travel 2.0...
...a journey to tec

Other ‘filler’ post ideas:

DETAILS
After Brexit, the guarantee of free mobile phone roaming
throughout the EU, Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway
will end so it is recommended you check with your
phone operator to find out about any changes in
roaming charges after 31 January 2020.

Post: 3 - data, technology, travel int

WWF-UK employees no longer fly within Great Britain, except in special circumstances, and we always
advocate using Eurostar and European national rail services whenever possible. As a rule, people travelling
for less than 10 hours must take the train at least one way, and both ways for less than 6 hours.

MOBILE PHONES
Check mobile data charges
with your supplier as free
roaming may end.

Post: 2 - new tech, systems, telephony systems, office equipment, online booking tool

Key Travel 2.0... a journey to innovation
Key Travel 2.0... a journey of investment
Cutting emissions requires a culture change, especially for people who aren’t used to being environmentally
focused. Being told there’s no carbon budget left for your trip can be a shock! If everyone is on board,
Where next?
Where next?
including senior managers, stopping all flights to destinations that can be reached by train might be possible.
If not, making slow, soft changes over time could be easier. The most important thing is to work together
as a community towards a shared goal.

DETAILS

British travellers may no
longer be able to use the
EU or EEA passport lanes.
This could cause delays
given the volume of UK/EU
passengers, the additional
passport checks that need to
be carried out and the need
to queue in manual passport
check lanes, particularly at
small airports where there is
less infrastructure.

EU DRIVING LAWS
Extra documentation for
driving in the EU.

“Through my work with the Key Travel
team at all levels, they demonstrated a
complete understanding of the academic
sector and the variety of stakeholder
needs, from traveller wellbeing, booker
efficiency, procurement savings and
finance integration. The team
consistently impressed with their
desire to learn, improve and deliver
value to their customers.”

REQUIREMENT
The European Health
Insurance Card (EHIC)
may not be valid in all EU
countries in the case of a
no-deal Brexit. We strongly
recommend buying travel
insurance or checking your
organisation’s travel health
insurance before travelling.

Post: 1 - new products, services, innovations.... travel intelligence tool, duty of care packages

AIRPORT BORDER CONTROL

264

SUPPLIER

Madeleine Townend
Head of Procurement
Birmingham City University

13,000

UK citizens will be able
to visit the EU for up to
90 days within a 180-day
period without a visa.
It is also confirmed that
travel to Ireland will not
change after Brexit and UK
citizens will be able to work
in Ireland in the same way
as before. However, a visa
or permit may be required to
stay for longer, or if a person
wishes to work or study, but
this will likely vary on a
country by country basis.
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Celebrate change
Telling a positive story about your shrinking carbon footprint can be inspiring (just be mindful that some
employees may be less pleased about having their travel restricted). Changing hearts and minds at work can
also influence people’s personal lives. For example, some WWF-UK staff have now decided not to fly for a year,
take more holidays in the UK, or take the Eurostar instead of flying. When we’re all working together towards
the same goal, every small action addsWhere
up. next?
Where next?

For more information about Key Travel and our services, please email hello@keytravel.com
Follow us on
Twitter @keytravel and
LinkedIn/KeyTravel
www.keytravel.com

Key Travel 2.0...
a journey to insigh

Juniper Court, Boxwell Road,
Berkhamsted, Hertfordshire HP4 3ET
T: 01442 873107
www.junction9.com

